The Pirate Games
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“Let the pirate games begin!” the pirate commander announced. Each pirate team was given a map. The sails were raised for each team- Red! Orange! Green! Purple!
The orange ship was sailing smoothly when it got hit by meteors!
The purple ship rescued them! The orange ship pirates wanted to go west. The purple ship pirates said, “No! Go north!”
Then, the red ship ran into a tree and the green ship sailed to the rescue.
Then, a water dragon burned the side of the purple ship. The green ship sailed to the rescue. All teams were on the green boat. Each team wanted to go a different direction. Each team pointed to their map to prove they were right.
They noticed the maps fit together like a puzzle. When the pieces were together, the map said, “LOOK CLOSER!” Each pirate pulled out a magnifying glass to look at the “X” on their map. The magnifying glasses made a rainbow “X” to mark the treasure’s location.
They worked together to dig for the treasure. Inside the chest, was a tie-dye sail because working together was the real treasure!